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HANDCRAFTED
NATURALS
™

North America’s ONLY Surface Print Manufacturer

ABOUT THE BRAND

Ronald Redding wallpaper designs are the essence of the modern masterclass, artfully blending the
timeless past with pioneering innovation. His signature air of effortless luxury is celebrated by design and
industry professionals alike as the cornerstone of neo-traditional style.

ABOUT THE
COLLECTION
Artistry and style innovations define this collection
of exceptional specialties inherent in the luxury
of Ronald Redding Designs.

ABOUT SURFACE
PRINTING
Created on rare, vintage presses, Surface printing uses
specialty inks to create the look and texture of artisan
applied murals and decorative patterns to walls.
York Wallcovering has the distinction of being the only
manufacturer of Surface printing in North America.
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metallic, damask, weaves, fans, surface, hexagons,
animal skins, tribal
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WHY HANDCRAFTED NATURALS?

• The textural finishes of textiles and handcrafted naturals have dominated the high-end market and
captured the creative imagination of the entire design industry (The Collection)
• Lofted surface prints are in high demand for their look of artisan applied design (The Collection)
• Technical innovations bring new, up-market sophistication to wallcoverings
(Patterns Paperweave, Textile Sisal, Plain Bamboo)
• Cork continues to be a textural natural for interior spaces
(Patterns Tribal Print, Sculpture Garden, Plain Bamboo)
• Geometric patterns create an endless array of new designs for modern living
(Patterns Roulettes, Lofty Peaks, Sculptural Web)
• Modern fine art influences still define the new accent wall (Pattern Sculpture Garden)
• Classic motifs reemerge in new color and scale (Pattern Heritage Damask, Ottoman Fans)
• Organics and botanicals continue to captivate the market as we move deeper into Biophilic design
(Patterns Bee Sweet, Tea Leaves, Budding Branch Silhouette)
• Handmade goods and tribal themes incorporate heritage into patterns for interiors
(Patterns Tribal Print, Woven Texture)

